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Colbourn to grads:
make a difference

Felines
still free
to frolic

by R. Scott Horner
EDITOR IN CHIEF

President Trevor Colbourn,
presiding over his last UCF
commencement ceremony,
Official UCF cat trapping
urged the spring graduating
efforts ended Thursday, and
class to uphold high ethical
the final score showed a lot
standards and take risks.
more effort than trapping.
He asked the 411 college of
Ale photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Since April 17, using up to
arts and sciences graduates to
15 traps, the university cap- The university ended its trapping efforts last Thursday, but
bring their education into the
tured only six cats and one Campus Action for Animals intends to keep picking up strays.
world and make a difference.
kitten, according to the graduBut, he said, "little of value is
ate student who did the collect- the cats were turned over to having them shipped to the accomplished without risk."
Hardin by dormitory resi- animal shelter, where most
ing.
Colbourn, who received two
University officials esti- dents. UCF efforts focused would probably have been put standing ovations during the
mate they spent around $400 more on the wilder cats in to sleep.
ceremony, will step down as
CAA has coordinated get- UCF president in August. Dr.
on the trapping, including the outlying areas, although the
salary of the graduate student, trapping was expanded to in- ting the cats vaccinated and Steven Altman, president of
Rle photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA AJTURE
clude areas around the dormi- spayed or neutered, as well as Texas A&I, will take over.
food and incidentals.
President
Trevor Colbourn at a
Student trapping efforts, tories and the police station medical care for injured feThe graduates heard Collines. They are now attempt- boum speak of the New York graduation ten years ago.
led by Campus Action For Ani- during the semester break.
UCF trapping efforts began ing to find more homes for the gang of youths who went on a
mals, had more success. According to CAA President on April 1 7. Administration cats and more money for medi- "wilding" rampage ofrape and Colbourn, the country treats
Heather Hardin, the group has officials worried that one of the cal expenses. The group has assault, indicted junk-bond people as a natural resource by
gotten more than 90 cats off of scores of strays on campus already spent over $1000 in czar Michael Milken, pro-life giving them the best possible
might become rabid.
donations. Sheelah Ryan, who extremists who bum down education. He said they pay
the campus.
Students and local resi- won $55 million in the Florida abortion clinics and Iran-Con- larger salaries to faculty and
Hardin's group picked up
the tamer cats, mostly around dents set up a program to get
teachers than does the US.
tra figure Oliver North.
"rm not saying we can
the dormitory areas. Many of the cats adopted rather than
SEE CATS PAGE 3
According to Colbourn, such
at the
misguided values and unwor- throw money
problem
...
but
without
money
thy heroes poi~t to a shaky
you don't even get to first
future for Amenca
"If we are to have a future, base," Colbourn said.
He said despite it all, he was
we
have to look in the mirror
been taken. The effects of one tab usually last
by Mike Pohl
not
pessimistic about the fuand
face
unpleasant
realities,"
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
between eight and 12 hours.
ture
and wished the graduates
Colbourn
said.
A large increase in the availability of LSD
He
pointed
to
Switzerland
The availability of LSD is increasing in the has caused the price of one tab to drop to 1978
SEE COLBOURN PAGE 3
east Orange County area, officials for several levels-from $5 to $2--within the last six to as a model where, according to
law enforcement agencies said.
nine months, several users said.
Several UCF students who admit having
"Manufacturing labs in the Gainesville and
used the drug say they prefer it to cocaine Cocoa Beach area are causing the glut,n said one
because it costs less and the high lasts longer. LSD dealer, who wished to remain nameless.
Most of them said they believe more UCF stuAccording to The National Institute of
dents are using LSD.
Mental Health, there is a national trend toLSD, an illegally-manufactured psychedelic wards an increase in psychedelic drug use.
drug, is generally consumed in "tabs," small
A technician from the Florida Department of
pieces of paper that have absorbed the drug in Law Enforcement's state crime lab said there
liquid form.
has been a tenfold increase in the number of
LSD can cause fragmentation of genes and samples of LSD being analyzed from the east
may cause "flashbacks," a re-occurence of the
original LSD experience long after the drug has
SEE LSD PAGE 3
by Eric Dentel

MANAGING EDITOR

•

LSD availability reaches n ew h •lgh ·

Gagnon denounc;es militarization, favors disarmament
by Esta Krukin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bruce Gagnon, director of the Florida Coalition for
Peace and Justice, spoke at UCF on April 24 to a
small group of students and Florida residents about
nuclear disarmament and military spending issues.
During the lecture, which was sponsored by the
UCF College Young Democrats, Gagnon spoke in
favor of demobilization in Europe and against the
militarization of space and the Strategic Defense
Initiative, or "Star Wars" programs.
"I think it's important to recognize that, increas-

•

ingly, our society is becoming a militarized society,
and we're very concerned about that,n Gagnon said.
"The military portion of every dollar that we pay in
taxes is now over 60 cents," including the military
part of the past debt, Department of Energy expenditures for testing nuclear weapons, veterans affairs
programs and other current military costs.
Gagnon said this year's military budget is over
$300 billion, compared to just over $1 70 billion at the
end of the Carter administration. Gagnon said this
high rate of spending is not necessary and should be
reduced, especially in light ofrecent unilateral Soviet
arms reductions.

"Gorbachev has announced unilateral initiatives
to cut troops by 500,000, to cut 10,000 tanks out of
Europe (50% of their tank force), and to cut out 800
combat aircraft . . . He announced the closing of two
... plants in the Soviet Union that make uranium for
nuclear weapons production," Gagnon said.
"They are reaUy offering us a historic opportunity
to meet and negotiate mutual demobilization in
Europe,n an opportunity the U.S. has not yet acted
upon, Gagnon said.
Instead, he said, we are "modernizing" our weapSEE GAGNON PAGE 3
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•The Knights beat Rollins
to gain their 40th baseball
victory of the year~ Take a
look at the games leading
up to the season's end,
plus a profile of pitching
ace Brian Ahern .

• The Central Florida Future welcomes you back
with a new column called
Campus Commentary and
letters about condoms, the
Klan and the College of
Business.
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UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Take Advantage of an Opportunity
®

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have student loan or your parents
are helping out, it is always nice to have some money in your bank account for spending or saving.
These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change
all the time, having to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades
suffer. There is a better way!
~PS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package deHvery business.

We pay top wages that include benefits
such as paid vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benefits that
some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offer$ considerably more. The steady,
consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift that you select will
allow you to plan the courses you need without having to work weekends, so your "
social life stays intact.

UPS offers a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, ·
time is very valuable and it's important to maximize your efforts and time.
•
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to match,
get in shape, and work hours that allow you to fulfill your career goals in school.
• UPS works through the UCF
• Work shiftsPlacement office in accepting
4:30 A.M.
applications for part time
5:30 P.M.
loaders and unloaders.
10:30 P.M.
• Excellent pay • more than ·
• For an interview appointment,
DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE
sign up in the Career Resource
Paid vacations and holidays.
Center (Admin. 124)
UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

.

Your Off Campus 'Books,t ore

•

Thousa·n ds of USED TEXTBOOKS in Stock
•Used & New Textbooks
• Reference Books
•Study Aids

University Shoppes
University Blvd.
at Alafaya Tr.
658-4612

• Magazines & Bestsellers
• Schaum's Outlines
• Denim Backpacks

BOOKRUSH HOURS
May 17, 18, 19,22,23

8:00 - 7:30 pm

May 20 (Saturday )

10:00 - 5:00 pm
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CATS
FROM PAGE 1

lottery, donated $1000 to the
CAA last month.
Hardin, who is temporarily
keeping more than 20 of the
cats in her home, said, "We've
run out of temporary homes;
we've run out of adoptive
homes, and we've run out of
money."
Hardin said her group will
continue to pick up cats at
UCF and pay for any necessary
shots and other expenses.
"We'll just have to take it
out of our pockets," Hardin
said.
Hardin said most of the cats
she has received have been
nursing mothers and kittens.
Some of them have been
dumped at UCF, and some
have been abused or injured.
One kitten had gotten
caught in a car engine. Veterinary treatment cost the group
about $100, Hardin said. Hardin also said CAA has had to

•

•

•

UCF Publle Relatlone

NEW DEAN
COLBOURN

Dr. George Stevens has been named acting dean of the college
of business administration for the coming academic year.

FROM PAGE 1
1

..----------------------

luck in their endeavors.
According to Colbourn,
graduation is a ritual he has
witnessed and taken part in
for some 20 years.
During those years, Colboum said, he saw a few eventful graduations.
At one San Diego State
University graduation ceremony, a student removed her
gown and proceeded to streak
around the field, CoJbourn
said.
Last week's ceremonies

spend about $500 to test nine
kittens for feline leukemia after they were exposed to a cat
carrying the disease. The tests
came up negative, Hardin
said.
The graduate student in
charge of the trapping, who
does not want to be named,
said the university should
continue on with the project.
"I think they were successful, but they weren't carried on
long enough," he said. He also
said at least four of the cats he
picked up were "quite wild,"
rather than the tamer cats
turned over to CAA
According to Bill Morris,
director of administrative
services, the hunt has been
stopped "until we evaluate if
there are still cats in the area."
Morris said botany students
and UCFpolice will be asked to
keep an eye out for cats as they
travel around the campus.
Morris said he does not
expect university trapping efforts to begin again before
August, if at all.

Orange County area.
The number of samples of
illegal drugs analyzed at the
lab is used as an indicator by
state officals of trends in drug
consumption .
Random drug tests generally do not check for the presence of LSD.
According to Dr. John G.
Langdon of the UCF health
center, LSD is a very expensive and complex drug to test
people for.
As a result, Langdon said,
no testing for LSD is done by
the center.
An official at the Orlando
Regional Medical Center who
wished to remain anonymous
said a person "could take a
dose on Friday night and we
probably couldn't detect it on
Monday morning."
Several users of the drug
say they feel safe taking it because LSD is very hard to detect.
The students also seem
were not as ex;citing. The only unconcerned about any of the
problems there were a mal- possible side effects and said
functioning microphone at the they intend to continue to use
arts and sciences ceremony the drug.
and a stray mouse at the edu"I've used it over 50 times,
cation and engineering cere- and my GPA is above 3.0," one
student, an engineering major
mony.
Overall, 1,626 degrees were said.
Another student said, "I.SD
awarded.
Frank Hubbard, retired helps me get in touch with the
president of Hubbard Con- child inside me, which helps
struction, spoke to the educa- me deal with the pressure of
tion and engineering gradu- college."
The Florida Department of
ates.
Charles Millican, the first Law Enforcement, Orange
president of UCF, addressed County Sheriff's office and the
the graduates of the colleges of UCF police plan to continue
business administration, education efforts to combat
increased LSD use.
health, and liberal studies.

GAGNON
FROM PAGE 1

HOURS: Mon.-Sat.10:00am-6:00pm
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

_______________.....
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.....------------------
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Anorexia:

the
thin

obsession

LSD
FROM PAGE 1

ons in Europe, giving short-range Lance missiles medium-range capabilities, thereby essentially replacing Pershing and Cruise missiles we had pulled out to meet the INF Treaty.
According to Gagnon, the U.S. is not reducing the military budget but is channeling
money into other programs is because the military industrial complex (MIC) is the major
vehicle republicans use to create jobs.
Gagnon spoke of the dangers of space weapons, quoting Aviation Week and Space Technology as saying 100 nuclear reactors would be

needed to power the weapons. Gagnon asked
the audience to consider what would happen if
a shuttle launch containing radioactive pluto_
nium exploded.
On the subject of Star Wars, Gagnon said
experts now say that SDI cannot be expected to
stop more than 30 percent of incoming missiles.
Gagnon said "If 70 percent come through,
we're dead! It's a nuclear winter." According to
Gagnon, SDI will probably only be used to
destroy Soviet retaliatory forces after the U.S.
launches a first strike.
Gagnon also advocated a policy of non-intervention in Central America, comparing those
nations' struggles to our own Civil War.
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AMINGO
Vintage Clot~g . Compan~,

Men's Formal Wear &Rentals

Fear of gaining the slightest weight. Frequent
...._""'-'"" • fasting. An obsession with dieting. Any of these
symptoms could be a sign of anorexia - and a
warning to get help. The kind proviQed by our
Eating Disorders Program. So if you or someone
you care for suffers with this problem, call us and strike a healthy balance.

~ Florida Hospital
~Altamonte
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Give us a piece of
your mind .but,
please, no pets
Welcome to UCF. Or, in some cases, welcome
back to UCF.
For this, the first issue of the summer
semester here at The Central Florida Future, we
decided not to-gripe -about the long add-drop
lines, the poor selection of summer classes, the
stupidity of the summer class requirement or
even that most intense of issues, student apathy.
In fact, we may never write about student
apathy again, if you don't care.
We are not going to mention the athletic fee,
student gove'rnment, our administration or the
futility of trying to trap stray cats on campus.
Instead we would like to discuss some of the
things that will be going on here this term.
Firstofall, we will try todevotemore editorial
space to opinions other than our own.
As the UCF community grows, so do the
differences in ideas out there. We would like to
catch some of those new ideas and provide a
means to have them presented to UCF.
To accomplish this, we are looking for students, faculty and administrators to write column-length pieces about the burning issues of
the day or experiences they have had that would
interest students. You write it, and we take care
of editing it for content, space, etc.
We want things that would interest a large
portion of our readership, so check with us
beforewritinga500-wordessayonyourpet. You
won't get paid, but you will get a chance to air
your views m a new column called Campus
Commentary.
We are also looking for story topics. If you see
any breaking news or know of anything that
would make an interesting news or feature
story, let us know.
We have a small staff all the time, but especially so over the summer. This way we hope to
increase the number of areas we can cover.
Again, we probably won't-do a feature story on
your dog (unless it bites Student Body President
Fred Schmidt), but we are always willing to
listen to potential stones.
Of course, many people out here don't care
enough about what goes on at UCF (or this
paper) to do anything more strenuous than just
complain. We hear from these people (mostly
over the phone--a letter is too much trouble) a
lot.
Now we want to hear from you.

~he Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlmdo, Flotida 32816
Bmincaa Office (407) 275-UiOl , News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor In Chief
A. Scott Horner
Managing Editor/
News Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Eric Dentel
Bill Foxworthy
Steven M. Conner
Kris Feliciano
Angie Hyde
Lara E. Hutchison

Business Manager
Ad Production Manager
Classified Manager

Scott Buss
Charmaine Mendoza
Scott Pruitt

TMe J16oRTiON DesaTe SiMPLiFieP
PRo Clloice
.exPe~DaB~e

/ iNC\JB~ToR

Democrats do not get balanced diet
On April 24, the UCF College Democrats were
treated to a discussion of U.S. military involvement in
space. The guest speaker was Bruce Gagnon. the head
of a state-wide peace activist organization by the
name ofFlorida Coalition for Peace and Justice. The
following are paraphrased excerpts from my conversation with Gagnon:
Bruce Gagnon- The U.S. Space Command's mis- intervention.
KVI- How can you make this statement when your
sion is to achieve military superiority in outerspace.
organization supports the Marxist government of
Kevin Walker- For what reason?
BG-The U.S. is like any of the other great empires Nicaragua, the communist insurgents of Guatemala
of history ... the ultimate goal is control of the world. and the Marxist guerrillas (FMLN) in El Salvador?
B~ This is an example of the people fighting
BG-The Soviet Union is making reasonable unilateral cuts ]n Warsaw pact forces ... the Soviets have against oppression from U.S. supported Colonialism.
The American people are fed a diet consistent with
never intended to conquer Western Europe.
K'W- What ifl could read to you direct quotes from the objectives of the U.S. military industrial complex.
I don't know about the di.et I'm being fed by the
past Soviet leaders outlining plans for the invasion of
military
industrial complex but I do have an idea of
Western Europe?
BG- Nothing more than saber rattling. The U.S. what Gagnon is trying to feed to the College Demogovernment should not get involved in the internal crats.
Keuin Walker is a senior marketing major
affairs of other nations. We should practice non-

•FLAT CONDOM SALES

Editor:
The low condom sales from the
machines in the Wild Pizza have
puzzled me greatly. In an attempt
to understand the reasons for this
I have conducted an informal survey of student opinions. Listed
below are their top 10 responses:
10. Wild Pizza patrons have given
up trying to get hot air out of
machines to dry their hands.
9. Wild Pizza women have a secret
condom stash in case they are left
to repopulate the earth.
8. Wild Pizza men have a secret
condom stash in case they get sent
to prison.
7. Wild Pizza patrons have learned
to just say no.
6. One size does not fi t all.
5. It's hard tothink about sex when
you're wondering why you bought
the slice of the day.
4. Cheap student government condoms do not include the instructions.
3. Would you buy pizza in the
restroom of the Wild Condom?
2. Wild Pizza patrons are wanton
sexual maniacs that don't care if
they are alive next year as long as
they live tonight.
1. Party balloons are cheaper and
a lot more colorful.
Darren Carpenter
engineering
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Scott Connors
Business Administration
•KLAN PAN

Editor:
The article published in the
Confetti section of your paper
titled "The Klan, alive and well in
Editor:
I usually begin a semester with Central Florida" caught my attenfeelings ofboredom and apprehen-- tion. John Baumgardner, the Florida grand dragon of the Klan,
sion but today all that changed.
Being a senior enrolled in the claimed they were not trying to
,

• PORTABLES TO PARADISE
Opinions e)(pressed lrfflle Ce111ral PloridaP"'we ere those of the newspaper or lndMd·
ucl columnist end not neceacrtly those of the Board of Publications, University Administration. or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300
wordS end Include the cutho(s signature, major end phone number. Letters ere
subject to editing for grammar end space end become the copyrighted property of
the newspaper. Nemes may be withheld but the newspaper reserves the right to
refuse publication of any letter. The Celllral Florida P111wrc b a free.non-profit newspaper publbhed twice weekly during the academic year end weekly during the
summer.

college of business, I bec~me used
to 85 degree portables and leaky
pipes in Phillips Hall classrooms.
But as class began at 8 a. m. this
morning I listened attentively in
bright new fancy classrooms.
The new CEBA II building is a
refreshing new beginning to a
school which has a long and prosperous future ahead of it.
I have seen in the last four years
this school not only put itself on the
map but became an institution of
higher learning which we can all
be proud of.
As a student body, we should
rP,alize that it was us who made
this possible. Our steady academic
progress has supplied not only our
new building but the accreditation
of the business school as well.
The administration, the faculty
and the student body should all
take a moment to look back on the
hard work we have done and
admire the rewards we have all
helped attain. I thank all of you for
your hard work and determination
and most of all thanks for the new
building ... It is almost an inspiration in itself to attend class regularly.

harm black people, however, he
believed that the violence that has
been associated with the Klan
was necessary, and had no appologies for the violence. This violence
includes the murder of innocent
•
people. They claim to be a Christian organization, but the basis of
their organization is as anti- ,
Christ as one could get. Get a grip
on the Ten Commandments fellas!
The Klan seems to have a problem with stereotyping black
people. These people think they
gave the right to think that they
are of the purest race and because
they think this, they also think of
themselves as pure, which is the
farthest thing from the truth. If
you would like to get into stereotypes, how about the three hippies with confused looks on their
faces on the front page of Confetti?
I wonder if they cuss very much or
if they ever chewed tobacco? I bet
they have good jobs, like being the
assistant supervisor of grounds at
a community college somewhere.
I'm sure that it's not the fault of
these "Klan-people" that they
think the way they do. I'm sure
that their upbringing and other
factors play a big part in the way
they structure their moral values.
I also believe that Confetti should
interview a black student organization or some black individuals
to get their feelings towards the
Klan. On the whole, I believe that
if the Klan thinks their race,
"proto-Indo European people," is
so great and spectacular, they can
go back to their homeland.
Name and major
withheld by request
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by Leigh Rubin

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
38 Evade an
obligation
39 Baker's product
""'-+--t 40 Compass point
41 Shift
42 Temporary beds
io--+--i 43 Marine snail
~-+--+~ 45 Runs away to be

'"'--+--+-+--i

married
47 Narrow, flat
boards
48 Portions of
medicine

25 Seizes
26 Voracious fish
28 Frolicked
29 Brag
30 Snakes
31 Part of leg
32 Retinues
33 Lock of hair
35 Keeps clear of
38 Discharged a
gun

39 Head of
Catholic
Church
41 Music: as
written
42 Race of lettuce
44 Negative prefix
46 Behold!

";.. .

DOWN
1 Dippers

ACROSS
1 Restricted
6 Tossed
11 Automobile's
home
12 Lodger
14 Paradise
15 Separate

17 Diphthong
18 Cloth measure
19 Once more
20 Piece out
21 Compass point
22 Gymnastic feat
23 Winter vehicle
24 Landed
properties

26
27
28
29
31
34
35
36
37

Bridges
Word of sorrow
Close
Bread maker
Leanest
Poems
Brief
Chaldean city
Paid notices

2City1n Russia
3 Container

Solution

4
5
6
7

------------

Symbol fo silver
Alliances
Characteristic
Mus cal
instrument
8 Decay
9 Printer's
measure
10 Enfeeble
11 Web-footed
birds
13 Loom devices
16 Shallow vessels
19 Essence
20 Rase the
spirit of
22 Transactions
23 Gush out

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Windrift .9Lpartments

rn a short address to the astonished
board , the president tearfully announced the
closing of the new underwear divis1ori
To e onef. the board sat in d1soelief wh1 1e heir
chief, in grief, briefly briefed on the brief briefs.

Uc6

CINEMA
12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS

SEE NO EVll, HEA~ NO EVlL (R)
1 : .d0-3~:00-3· 1()..10

15

'K•9' cPG-13)
1$5-3:50-5.55-8:05-10 15

DREAM TEAM <PG· 13)
2: 15-4:45-7:30-9:55

• Five beautiful floor plans - ideal for roommates
• Mini blinds; designer floor and wall ooverings
• Washer and dryer in every apartment home
•Pool; jacuzzi
• Raquetball courts; tennis courts
•Best of all: just a 10 minute drive from UCF

LISTEN TO ME (!IQ)
2:()()..4: 15-7:()()-9:30

UCF Students/Faculty will receive a special discount:
$100.00 off first month's rent
Windrift Apartments
949 Crowsnest Circle (Just Off Chickasaw Trail)
.
Orlando, FL 3281 O• (407) 658-0973
fi
~

FROM

UCF •277-1454

TIME TRACKERS (!IQ)
2:Q&..d:00-6;00-3:00- IO:OO
SEASON OF FEAR

2: lCHt: 10-6: l()..8; 1()..10: 10
STl.llTS WED. MAY2Ath
IND/AIM JONES ANO THE LAST
CRUSADE

G. GORDON LIDDY HERE
l'D RATHER FLAME BROIL MY LEFT HAND .. AFTER
MARINATING IT OVERNIGHT AND PERHAPS SERVING IT
WITH POTATO SKINS AND A PARSLEY GARNISH THAN
MISS PLACING A CLASSIFIED IN

THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Colcnlol

MA't'BE NOT, THOUGH .

*

EOll WOtl &pwy

ANOTHER
OXfORO CO-.MUHITY

The Wedding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's

• Free Layaway
• Bridals
• Brides Maids
•Parties

• Mothers' Gowns
•Guest Dresses
•Banquets
•Sizes 3-26 1 /2

Special order from all Bridal magazines or choose from
in-stock gowns with no waiting. Central Florida's
reliable wedding tradition for 48 years.
*

Call today for an appoin trnent.

Brenner's Florida Mall

For information on placing a classified ad please
contact Scott Pruitt at 275-2601. The classified
deadline is at 4 p.m. on Fridays.

Clas

--Alpha Tau Omega

Congratulations to everyone on a great spring
semester! Summer Is here and so are your
summer dues. If you haven't paid yet get in
toudi with Doug Robinson. Meeting, Mon.
22nd at the house. Call the House for more
Info. Good Luck on summer A session, and remember, ATQnlylll

l\illlJlli\11
Entrepreneurship Club
The Entrepreneurship Club is having an information meeting Sunday, May 28 in Ceba 187.
All majors are welcome to attend.

Sears XC3000 exercise bike, with speedometer, odometer, timer, tension control. $50 .
.282-5684.

MOVE IN SPECIAL
Move in before 6-1-89 and receive $150 oft
during June, July and August. 2 bdrm and 2
bath apts.
12 MONTH LEASE
For more Information call 282-5657.
Room for rent. Brand new 2 story townhouse
at Chancellors Row. 2bdrm/3bth, pool, and
tennis court. Share room for $200/mo. each.
Or private room for $300/mo. Call Kara 3807531.
UCF area 2bdrm/ 2bth. luxury townhouse.
Appliances included, washer/ dryer. Call 6577598/ 380-8383.

Tae Kwon Do

Join a sport that teaches martial arts for selfdefense and fun. UCF MooDukKwan (T ae
Kwon Do) is forming Beginning Summer
classes starting May 16. M-T 8-10.00, TR
7:30-9:30. Free instruction. You can't afford
not to take the diallengel Call 679-9781 and
leave a message.

Mature Responsible Male Wanted to share
2bdrm/ 2bth furn. condo with same. 5 mi. UCF,
pool, tennis, pvt master suite. $215. , 112
elect/ phone. Call 645-5706 for info.
Female non-smoker needed to move in Aug.
1. UCF area 2 bdrm/ 2 bth townhouse. Own
room and bath, $215. mo. plus 1/2 utilities.
Call Rica eves. 275-9088.
Roommate Needed! 2 bdnn/ 2bth. Wash/
dryer, in Cambridge Cirde 277-8911.
Female Roommate wanted to share a 1bdrm
apartment. Fully furnished, 2 twin beds. 112 off
$399. per mo. 112 of utilities and phone. If
interested please call (813) 392-6172 or
Tuesday thru Thursday (407) 281-9181 .
Debbi.

'12 speed bike. Good cond. $125.00Call 2814736, Scott.

Attention: Excellent Income for home assembly work. Info. Call 504-646-1700 Dept. P 307.
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's seized in drug
raids for under $100.00? Call for facts today.
602-837-3401. Ext.127.

Easy Work! Excellent Payl Assemble products at home. Call for information. 504-6418003 Ext.2568.

Camp counselors for physically Impaired- The
Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge. Earn
college credit and salary while gaining great
exp. for resume. Room and board free I Cabin
counselors, lifeguards, and program specialists needed located 1 hr. N of Orlando. Call
407 886-6653 for an appt. or write to Rt. Box
350 Sorrento, Fl 32776.

Wanted Chem Flash Cards for chem 1&2,
organic chem 1&2, advanced organic chem,
bio chem 1&2. Please call 380-3163.

Gain Sales and Marketing Experience
Full or Part -dme. Establish CMn hours
Straight Commission 699-9960

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo li st.
Sears 3000 stereo system dual cassette , 1O
band graphic equalizer, semi auto tum table, 2
speakers. $90. 282-5684.
IBM Clone XT 20MB 640K 1 ..2MB disk drive
104 keys . $800. 282-5684

KCO Inc. WP/DP $1-$2.50 pg. 678-6735.
Call PRESTIGE TYPING for your papers
and resumes - 2n-7237.

Appointment Setters
9 - 1, 1 - 5.
Salary plus commission, plus bonus.
Winter Park area - Call 657 -2626.
Summer Help Needed. Must be 21 yrs of age
to drive van for field trips . Rocking Horse Child
Care, Winter Park 678-6444. Azalea Paik
2n-9100. Curry FOfd Rd. 277-5160.
Help Wanted- New Store
Soblks Sub Shop 3802 E Colonial Dr. Apply in
person , Monday - Saturday aher 2:00 pm.
Patt-time, daylntght

TYPING-REASONABLE
Resumes, term papers-call 366-6495.
IBM Word Processing system wt epson
printer. $1 .50/pg. Call 365-2819.

t .

Pregnant? Adoption is an option. Free, confidential counseling. Help with costs. Call Jan or
Kim. Children's Home Society . 422-4441.
Jimbo,
I missed you over the break! I hope you had
fun with your parents . Maybe someday we can
take a trip to Hawaii I I hope your classes go
better this semester! See ya for dinner.
Love Trish.

ATIENTION - HIRING ! Government jobs your area. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885. EXT R 5780.

Hp 1OB calculator, great for finance. Brand
new $35.00 call 365-7454.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing .
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

TYPESETTING
Resumes, coverletters, Hyers
One stop quality typesetting & copying
across from campus
Kinko's- 658-9518.

TELE MARKETING
Fantastic new promotion
$100 to $150 cash paid dally
call 339-4405 today

For Sale:
Alpine 7902 COi Am-Fm
Alpine 3211 Crossover wtsub amp.
AIPhasonl K EX-2 Crossover
Pyle 10 inch subwoofers (2)
Pioneer TS-TS titanium tweeters
Alpine 6905 6x9 speakers
$750 or best offer
Tom F. 282-8183
Other equipment also available.

Now accepting applications for the following
food/beverage openings:
food server/ am and pm.
bus person
contact personnel #352-8051
Sonesta Village Hotel

Excellent Word Processing - 366--0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Fast Typing Service
Quick, professional service. Free revisions .
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa &Mastercard. Over
18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches I
671-3007.

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079.

Big 0 .
Sorry to hear you lost your pants over the
break. The water must have been cold. Maybe
now that everything has come to light we
should diange your name. And we wondered
why we never see you with any girts.
To My Darling Buffy,
Thanks tor lase night..
The back of daddy's BM'.V was wonderful. All
of my love.
Your Biff.
Demon, where are you?

Have you been looking for the chance to work for
Confetti? Well, have we got the jobs for you.

all Knightstalker T-shirts w/coupon
On the green May 17-19
Sponsored by the UCF Entrepreneur Club

Confetti is in need of music critics.
If you have an interest in any of these musical styles:

RAP DANCE JAZZ TOP 40 PROGRESSIVE

..

Contact Steve to fill out an application at 275-2865

A iT IT _'iD'D1io
~t~

(

SUBS
Alafaya & 50 {By Florida Choice)
175¢ DRAFT ALL DAY LONG 658-SUBSI

-------------..
SUBS
SUBS

get a $1.50 Pitcher!

(of lesser or equal value)

(must be 21)

.A.llr.P&O Buy 1 Sub 1.A---~---------!LL-:PBlO Buy 2 Subs
get one for 99¢ I

I

Expires 5/31 /89

You say you find it hard to
believe that haircuts like this
can cost only $8?

And now you hear a rumor
that you can get a terrific
cut for only $7?

Expires 5/31 /89

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

~~~~--=2=-=82-2101
U-CF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer!· $25 Check-up Includes:
• lnltial Exam • 2 Bltewing X-Rays • Cleaning &Polishing
Offer good with Valid UCF 1.0. Only • Expires 12/31/88
good on initial visit only
·

• Tho patient and any other person
r-ponaiblc f'or payment ha• a
right to rofuso to pay.cancel
payment. or be rohnburacd for
payment f'or any other service
eJtaxnination. or trcatlnont which
is perfonn.ed - a rosult of and
within 72 hours of reapondina to
tlus advertiSOD'lcmt for :froe service.
examination or treaanent.

Just kiddingf Here it isl

Impossible!

$ 1.00 off with student l.D.

Great .Clips® for hair.
Great perms and stytlngs, too. Right nearby. No appointment needed.
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT:

4026 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Wlnt~r

Park. Fl.
( In the K-Mart shopping Center)

657-6827
EXPIRES: JUNE 13. 1989

•

Calendar
•RUTH KING

•

Ruth King, singer and guitarist of jazz and the blues,
will perform May 1 7 and 19
in the Pelican Lounge at
the Oviedo Inn. For information and showtimes contact the Oviedo Inn at 3657036 . .

by Steven Conner
FEATURES EDITOR

•

•

Book of Love is undoubtedly one of the
front-runners in the art-dance revolution. Their synthesized, big-beat sound is
intoxicating, much like that of many
other dance bands on the market today.
But Book of Love has something many of
those bands sadly lack - substance.
Instead oflamenting about boyfriends
who didn't call or expressing fondness for
the days of youth, the band has subtly
approached the subject of AIDS as in
"Pretty Boys and Pretty Girls"; a woman's
frustration with life in a male-dominated
world in "Boy," and the feelings that can
be generated by love with"You Make Me
Feel So Good."
Book of Love's early chapters began
when Ted Ottaviano and Susan Ottaviano (no relation) met in high school.
During Susan's days at the Philadelphia
College of Art, she formed a partnership
with drummer Jade Lee. With influences
by Patti Smith and Madness, the two
went on to form, with Ted's assistance,
the local band Head Cheese.
Eventually the band changed its name
and rounded out their lineup with the
addition of Lauren Roselli on keyboards.
Book of Love's songs differ from many
of those performed by other dance bands
because of the depth and emotion their
lyrics convey.
In an interview with the Scene, Jade
Lee said, "You never know how things
will be taken by people. Some people completely miss the point and say our music
is very shallow. You just have to do what

• l'M NOT RAPPAPORT

Join Meals on Wheels and
M.O.R.E. for a special performance of "I'm Not Rap- ·
paport!" The show will be
held at 8 p.m. on May 23 at
the Civic Theatre ComplexEdyth Bush Stage Donations and ticket sales benefit the elderly and homebound served by Meals on
Wheels and M.O.R.E. For
reservations call Meals on
Wheels at 425-7873.
• FRONT242

Progressive band Front
242 will perform at 10 p.m.

Sire Recorde

Book of Love (clockwise): Lauren Roselli, Ted Ottaviano, Susan Ottaviano and Jade Lee.

you do and hopefully other people will
get it. The majority of people do."
The easiest perception to make about
Book of Love is that they are a band
backing up their programmed computers, but as the Butterfinger commercial
says, "Oh contraire mon frere!"
The band is full of personality that
fills both their albums and their stage
antics. From the quirky, 60s movements
of Lauren Roselli to the witch hats and
plastic rats the band dons for the performance of their most recent single,
"Witchcraft," the audience can't help

but be entertained.
What is most appealing about Book of
Love's stage presence is the dual level approach to their shows. The heavy messages
that fill the tracks of Book of Love and their
most recent release, Lullaby, are presented
in songs for both the body and the mind.
Does the band fear the prospect ofbecoming big as a result of Lullaby's success? Look
what happened to U2.
Susan Ottaviano said the band isn't worried. "As long as we keep doing what we
want to be doing and not what other people
want us to be doing we will be okay."

Comic gender bender comes to Mark Two
Playbill

by Diana Della Costa
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

on May 23 at Visage. Doors
for the show will open at 8
p.m. Tickets are $14 in advance and $15 the day of
the show. Tickets are available at all TicketMaster
locations and at the Visage
box office.
• BRASS WORKSHOP

Philip Farkas, internationally known French horn soloist and clinician, will conduct a brass workshop and
clinic at 4 p. m. on May 24 in
the Fine Arts Concert Hall
on the Seminole Community College campus in
Sanford. Dr. Farkas will
work with selected students in the afternoon session and with brass ensemble in the evening. For
additional info. call sec at
(407) 843-7001, ext. 285.
• FLORIDA SYMPHONY

"Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder" is a well-known
phrase to which has been
added, "so is evil." With this in
mind, audiences will have to
determine for themselves
what they see in La Cage aux
Folles, the 1987 Tony Award
winning production now playing at the Mark Two Dinner
Theater in Orlando.
The story revolves around a
couple's love for their child.
Except this middle-aged duo
happens to be male. What
ensues onstage is a comic
drama that is both hilarious
and heart-warming .
Albin and Georges run a
nightclub in St. Tropez where
the featured performer is the
female impersonator "Zaza,"
alias Albin. Early in Albin and
Georges' relationship, Georges
fathered a son who is subsequently raised in this homosexual atmosphere. The boy is
wanted and loved, cared for
and nurtured by Georges and
his lover but, like many offspring, grows to resent his
parents.
It seems Jean-Michel wants
to get married but is afraid of
losing his bride-to-be if she and
her ultra-conservative parents learn ofhis father's sexual
orientation. This is the crux of
the play.
Subsequently, Georges and
Albin agree to play it 'straight'
with Albin posing as Uncle Al

La cage aux Foiles
Playwright: Harvey Fierstein
Musical Score and Lyrics: Jerry Herman

The Florida Symphony Orchestra will present, "Up,
Up and Away with The
Fifth Dimension," at 8 p.m.
on May 20 at the Bob Carr
Pe:rform.ing Arts Centre.
For ticket information, call
any TicketMaster location.

Cast: Bryce Ward, Ron
Knight, Sean Ray, Tucker
Dawkins, Mitch Andrews,
Lisa Barr, Ann D. Hurst,
Millie Wachsman, Gary
Drane, Virginia Light

Mart{

Two Dinner Theatre

Several members in the cast dance it up in the Mark Two Dinner
Theater's production of the award winning La Cage aux Fol/es.

in lieu ofbeing his mother. The
prospective in-laws are in for a
night they will never forget,
and neither will audiences.
The girl's father advocates
closing down establishments
such as the one Jean-Michel's
'parents' own. What follows
could happen in any normal
household - child rebelling
against parents' morals and
values.
The lavish costumes, sequined gowns, feathers, makeup and wigs help the performers to create the illusion of
being onstage in a French boite
de nuit. In addition, this remarkable cast masterfully
hoofs their way through the
can-can as well as other night-

club routines.
Behind the scenes, the audience sees the torment of a
child, nicely played by Mitch
Andrews, who wants to know
the where abouts ofhis biological mother; a father, characterized by Ron Knight, who is
tom between the love of his
offspring and that of his male
lover; a transvestite, artistically portrayed by Bryce
Ward, as the elder who refuses
to be cast off like an old dish
rag; a girl in love, well played
by Lisa Barr, who willingly
risks all for her suitor; and a
talented cast who not only
plays more than one role, but
roles of the opposite sex.
La cage aux folles loosely

"Les cagelles": James
Mitchell, Keith Allen, Steven Flaa, Bob Perry,
Deanna Braustein, Timothy Dey, Richard Summers
Director: Mark Howard

translates into 'the place of
foolishness.' This motif or title
reflects a theme which comes
forth in this musical.
However, · despite the obvious sexual implications, deep
human expression comes forth
as the protagonist, Albin,
saves the day and then accidentally ruins it at the same
time.
Nevertheless, the outcome
is old-fashioned giving way to
tears, laughter and standing
ovations, thus proving that
beauty is truly in the "eye of
the beholder."

• RECORD CONVENTION

The Orlando Record Convention will take place on'
June 4 at the Howard
John sons
Downtown
Orlando, 304 W. Colonial
Drive. Thousands of records and compact discs will
be for sale. All musical
styles are represented.
Admission for the convention is $2.
• LA CAGE AUX FOLLES

La Cage aux Folles will
complete a run at the Mark
Two Dinner Theater on
May 21. For ticket information and showtimes, call
the Mark Two Dinner
Theater.
• BAY STREET PLAYERS

The Bay Street Players will
stage the recently-released
musical, Pump Boys and
Dinettes, at 8:30 p.m., May
26-28 and.June 1-3, at the
State Theater, Bay St.,
downtown Eustis. For
more information call (904)
357-7777.

-

UCF women's crew wins national

Knights beat Rollins: reach
"magic number," hope for bid
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF ace Brian Ahem kept
the Knights' playoff hopes
alive Sunday with a gutsy
performance against Rollins
as UCF defeated the Tars 7-4
at Alfond Stadium.
Rollins put the Knights'
playoff hopes in jeopardy with
an 8-5 victory Saturday night.
But the Knights (40-20)
rebounded Sunday with the
come from behind victory.
"Coming back after being
down 4-0, we haven't done that
all year," Bergman said. "I
didn't know if we could come
back."
Curtis Latzo and Carlos
Aguarto hit RBI singles in the
seventh inning to break a 4-4
tie.
Rollins (32-22), who have
. already qualified for the Division II playoffs, jumped out to
a 4-0 lead after two innings,
capitalizing on some mental
errors by the UCF defense.
"Once I got past the first
couple of innings, I felt like I
was in the groove," Ahern said.
Rollins put two runners on
in the first inning with bloop
singles. Consecutive two-out
doubles by Clay Bellinger and
Kurt Koehler gave the Tars
the early lead.
Ahern (9-5), who won his
fourth consecutive game,
settled down and kept the
Knights in the game until

their bats woke up.
"Ahern pitched his heart
out," Coach Jay Bergman said.
"If you're going to get to him,
you have to get to him early."
UCF only had one hit
through the four innings. But
they jumped on the scoreboard
in the top of the fifth inning.
Aguarlo (2-4, 2 RBI) and
Bobby Kiser hit consecutive
singles to drive in Latzo and
Chuck Graham.
Biii Foxwor1hy1Cen1ral Florida Future
The Knights continued to
chip away at the Rollins' lead Third-baseman Randy Kotch man (number 11) connects with a pitch during Friday's home game
over the next two innings.
against Rollins. The Knights won the Orange County Classic three games to two over the Tars.
Bill O'Toole (2-4, 2 RBI)
homered in the sixth inning
and his seventh inning single
drove in Kiser to tie the game.
The win gave the threeTuesday's game was rained out, forcing angame series to UCF. Brandon by Bill Foxworthy
other double-header. The Knights took
Turner picked up his fifth vic- SPORTS EDITOR
Wednesday's first game, 1-0, with Ahem retory of the year Friday night
The UCF baseball team split its six-game, cording the shutout.
when the Knights beat the
five-day
road trip last week. The three losses did
The Knights lost to the Gamecocks in the
Tars 3-1.
Bergman remains confident not aid the Knights in their quest for post- second game 6-3. South Carolinafirstbaseman
Derick Mack hit a three-run homer in the
of a playoff berth after season play.
The Knights played two games at Campbell bottom of the ninth inning to give the GameSunday's triumph.
"We'll be in the tourna- College and emerged with two victories. The cocks the win.
The Knights now have a 40-20 record and
ment," Bergman said. "We first, played May 5, was an 8-1 victory for UCF
in
which
pitcher
Anthony
Laszaic
(4-2)recorded
are
hoping to receive a post-season bid to enter
wouldn't he if we had lost tothe win. UCF scored its eight runs off 11 hits.
the playoffs.
day."
The following day the Knights defeated the
UCF dropped from the college polls near the
If UCF earns a post-season
Fighting
Camels a second time by a score of 4-1. end of April and are hoping their 40 wins will
berth, it wi11 be in spite of poor
hitting in some big games this Pitching ace Brian Ahem upped his record to 7- still be good enough to secure a bid.
5 while the offense banged out 10 hits.
Florida has som~ of the fiercest competition
year.
Foul weather caused the first game between in the nation. Six Florida teams, including the
"This is not a good hitting
team. We expected to hit bet- UCF and the University of North Carolina- University of Florida, University of Miami,
ter," Bergman said. "Pitching Wilmington to be postponed to the next day. University of South Florida and Jacksonville
University, all of which UCF faced, were
is going to get you into the UCF lost both games in the double-header.
UCF then traveled to South Carolina where ranked in the top 30 at some point in the
tournament." Playoff berths
will be given out next Monday. the weather again presented problems. season.

UCF breaks even on wet road.trip

Ace pitcher Ahern goes distance for win against Rollins
by Bill Foxworthy
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF pitcher Brian Ahern sat in the dugout after he
pitched the Knights to victory over the Rollins Tars, 74, Sunday.
The weary right-hander rubbed his eyes while
having his elbow wrapped in ice bags and sticking two
more bags onto his shoulder.
Ahern threw his 11th complete game of the season
to give UCF its 40th win. For awhile, though, it looked
like the first inning might not end. The Tars singled
off Ahern's first pitch and proceeded to score three
runs that inning.
"One of my biggest problems has been in the first
inning," Ahern said. "I've tried getting more work in
the bullpen before games. But sometimes you still get
into jams."

"I hope we get a shot to go to the
playoffs. We'll be a tough team to
beat."

- Brian Ahern
UCF Baseball Team

Ahern pitched4'J.fter only three full days of rest. He
last pitched against the University ofN orth CarolinaWilmington on Wednesday while the team was on a
long, tiring road trip.
"The season is taking a toll. I think I wasn't fully
rested," Ahern said. "I had a problem getting loose.
But once I got past that we made a great comeback
I

Biii Foxwor1hy/Central Florida Future

UCF pitcher Brian Ahern delivers the ball in a game
earlier this season. He won nine games this year.
and I'm happy to be a key in it."
Rollins scored again in the second inning. But as
time went by Ahem and company kept the Tars
under control.
Ahern tired in the eighth inning but came through

in the ninth with solid pitching that sealed the game
for the Knights.
"Once I got by the first couple of innings I felt like
I was in the groove," Ahern said.
~ ou've got to give Brian credit," coach Jay
Bergman said. ''With three days rest' and in a pressure game on the road, that means a lot."
Ahern holds all-time records for both victories (23)
and strike-outs (267). In sunday's game he struck out
seven. He picked Rollins' leadoff batter, Larry
Pijanowski off first in the first inning, a move that
saved a run.
Ahern went 9-5 this season as the Knights' top
pitcher.
But being the top pitcher meant he faced some of
the tougher opponents on the schedule including
Miami, Michigan, Florida and South Florida. Ahem
looked at those games the same way he would any
other.
"It's all the same thing. If you're ready for them
you're ready," Ahern said. "You just stick to your
game plan."
Last summer when the Knights failed to reach the
playoffs, Ahern pitched in the Cape Cod League. He
was named a league all-star after posting a 2.46 ERA.
This summer Ahern hopes the Knights' season will
be extended to include the playoffs.
"I hope we get a shot to go to the pl~yoffs," Ahem
said. ''We'll be a tough team to beat. We have three
pitchers who are pitching well now.Usually only one
or two players will be pitching well.
"And when you get into tournaments, it's usually
the pitcher who wins it for you."
The Knights will learn Monday if they will be
invited to post-season play. That should give Ahem
at least a week to catch up on some rest.
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